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Molecules with multiple bonds are challenging for computations of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants. Tbis can be referred 
to the asserted importance of non-contact mechanisms, to sharp geometry variations as well as to the handling of the electronic 
structure problem. We employ a recently developed multi-configuration linear response theory for calculations of nuclear spin- 
spin coupling constants in molecular nitrogen and carbon monoxide and explore systematically the role of correlation for the 
Fermi contact as well as the other main nowcontact mechanisms. 

1. Introduction 

The intramolecular interactions that are respon- 
sible for the splitting of the nuclear spin sublevels 
were shown by Ramsey [ I] to be of four kinds: the 
Fermi contact (FC) , the spin-dipole (SD), the par- 
amagnetic spin-orbit (PSO) and the diamagnetic 
spin-orbit (DSO ) interaction. These interactions 
may be grouped with respect to the order in which 
they contribute in perturbation theory, the DSO term 
contributing to first order and the remaining three to 
second order. They may also be grouped with respect 
to the nature of the nuclear-electron coupling, the 
FC and SD interactions being electron spin coupled 
and the PSO and DSO interactions being electron 
orbit coupled. In a non-relativistic framework the FC 
and SD terms may be derived from the interactions 
between the electronic and nuclear magnetic dipoles, 
and the PSO and DSO terms from the electronic ki- 
netic momentum which contains the vector poten- 
tial of the nuclear magnetic dipoles. 

Most theoretical studies of nuclear spin-spin cou- 
pling constants, semi-empirical and ab initio, have 
concentrated on the contact mechanism. With the 
introduction into the field of non-empirical meth- 
ods, like coupled Hartree-Fock, multi-configuration 
linear response (MCLR) [ 21, finite perturbation CI 

[ 31 and polarization propagator [ 41 methods, the 
role of non-contact mechanisms has been explored, 
although such investigations are still scarce. For CO 
and N2 such calculations have been performed by 
Geertsen et al. using the second-order polarization 
propagator method (SOPPA) [ 41. They showed that 
the non-contact contributions are important, as is 
expected for multiple-bonded systems in general, see 
the review by Kowalevski [5]. Indeed, they found 
that for both molecules the dominating contribution 
comes from the PSO term and that in N, even the 
SD contribution is larger in magnitude than the FC 
contribution. They also found that electron corre- 
lation must be accounted for to obtain reliable re- 
suits; the Hanree-Fock (HF) result has the wrong 
sign and magnitude for both N2 and CO. In the case 
of N2 the sheer smallness of the spin-spin coupling 
constant poses a theoretical challenge. The experi- 
mental uncertainty is as large as 3096 of the absolute 
value [6]. 

The first application of MCLR calculations to 
spin-spin coupling was performed by Albertsen et al. 
[ 7] for HD and FH, where they only considered the 
FC term of the spin Hamiltonian. Their difftculties 
in obtaining quantitatively correct results were at- 
tributed to shortcomings of finite basis set calcula- 
tions in general. As in other early work on the Fermi 
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contact interaction they used Slater orbitals, whereas 
it is now more common to use Gaussian orbitals for 
all spin-spin coupling terms [ 4 1. The Slater orbitals 
can describe the electron cusp at the nucleus cor- 
rectly and are therefore well suited for describing the 
Fermi contact interaction. When describing the FC 
contribution it is important to describe the Hilbert 
space near the nuclei well. The Gaussian basis sets 
containing tight functions have proven to be flexible 
enough to provide such a description and recent work 
on spin-spin coupling in HD and CH, with the 
SOPPA [ 41 and MCLR [ 21 methods yielded prom- 
ising results. 

In the present work we describe MCLR calcula- 
tions of the spin-spin coupling constants for Nz and 
CO. In addition to presenting a more complex pat- 
tern of the different contributions to the spin-spin 
coupling, the multiple-bonded character of the sys- 
tem poses particular requirements of the electronic 
structure method. Like other perturbative ap- 
proaches SOPPA is efficient to correct the Hartree- 
Fock approximation with respect to the dynamical 
correlation. With the use of a single-reference state 
its success is directly linked to the success of HF but 
deteriorates as HF deteriorates, as happens for in- 
stance at non-equilibrium geometries. However, 
when there are multiple bonds it might be a better 
proposal even for equilibrium properties to start out 
from a correct description of the inherent intra-va- 
lence structure-dependent correlation and system- 
atically improve the wavefunction to account for ever 
larger parts of the dynamical correlation. Analytical 
response function methods based on complete and 
restricted active wavefunctions provide us with such 
a possibility; the recent implementation described in 
ref. [ 21 applies for nuclear spin-spin coupling con- 
stants in particular. The need for a correct descrip- 
tion of the valence correlation has indeed been dem- 
onstrated for other linear and non-linear properties 
of NZ. Thus, while spin-spin coupling constants for 
systems like HD and CH4 can be addressed by both 
perturbative and variational methods, the proper 
handling of multiply bonded systems, like CO and 
N1, can be considered to be an open question. It is 
worthwhile to try to answer this question in some 
detail before looking for applications to larger sys- 
tems. With this in mind we present a set of calcu- 
lations on Nz and CO using the MCLR method [ 2,8]. 
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The first-order DSO contribution is evaluated as 
an expectation value for the MCSCF reference wave- 
function. The second-order FC, SD and PSO con- 
tributions are evaluated as linear response functions 
at zero frequency. We refer to ref. [ 21 for forma1 and 
computational aspects of the MCLR method for cal- 
culations of these quantities. 

2. Results 

2.1. Basis set 

Geertsen et al. [4] made a thorough basis set in- 
vestigation for the spin-spin coupling constants of 
Nz and CO. They found a rather sensitive depen- 
dence on the number and character of the polarizing 
functions, while diffuse functions hardly changed the 
results at all. We choose as a starting point the largest 
basis set they used, a (12s7p3d/8s4p3d) basis set, 
where the s and p functions are given by van 
Duijneveldt [ 91 with additional d functions with ex- 
ponents (1.1839, 0.3854, 0.08) for carbon and ni- 
trogen and (1.8775, 0.5635, 0.15) for oxygen. 
Geertsen et al. expected this basis set to give an ac- 
curacy of f0.5 Hz for the Fermi contact term and 
considerably better for the other terms. We first tried 
to reproduce the RPA results of Geertsen et al., but 
found small deviations. apparently there is a mixing 
or orbital exponents in ref. [4] which can account 
for this deviation. For Nz we calculated the coupling 
constants with small modifications of this basis set; 
we added a series of tight s functions to see how the 
FC term was affected. Since the changes were small 
we conclude that additional s functions will not af- 
fect the results at the correlated levels either. 

2.2. J(14N”N) 

The choice of correlation level, i.e. the active 
spaces, was based on an MP2 natural orbital occu- 
pation analysis. The active spaces that have been used 
for N2 are defined in table 1. The first set of active 
spaces was built on keeping the core lo, and 1 cr,, in- 
active. In the smallest correlated wavefunction the 
2~~ orbital is also inactive and the 3o,, 40,, 2o,,, 3o,, 
In, and In, orbitals active, thus one correlating or- 
bital is included for each strongly occupied outer va- 
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Definitions of active spaces for Na, n is the number of determinants 

Active space ‘) ?I 0; n. 8, 0” ng 

CAS 660 
cAS2 8152 
cAS3 27196 
cAS4 108229 
CA.% 1129089 
RASl-III b) 8884 
RASZ-III b, 12528 
RAS3-III b, 23856 

0 2 
0 3 
0 3 
0 3 
I 3 
1 2 
1 2 
1 4 

‘) Inactive space at the CAS level is ( 1 - 20,,, I Q. 1 and ( lo,, lo.) for all other levels. 
b, R.&S-I is (2- 30, 20.) and RAS-II is ( 1 rc, 15) for all I& levels. 

lence orbital. We than successively enlarged the CAS 
space, from CAS to CASS, ending up with 20,, 3u,, 
4o,, 5o,, 6o,, 2o,, 30,, 4~5, In,, 211,,, lx, and 16, or- 
bitals in the latter case. The tirst RAS space (RAS 1) 
includes the same number ofactive orbitals as CASS, 
but with restriction to single and double excitations 
from the 2og,, 30, and 20, orbitals, with complete ex- 
citations only in the 1 A, and 1 II, space and imposing 
0 to 2 occupancy restriction of the other (RAS 1 -III ) 
orbitals. The two other RAS spaces enlarge first the 
K, space and then the oT, space. We point out that this 
enlargement follows strictly the MP2 occupation 
numbers without notice of the character of orbit&. 

It turns out that Nz is a difficult problem, the spin- 
spin coupling constants converge slowly with in- 
creasing size of the active space. We think this is due 
to the smallness of the absolute value of the FC term, 
and its strong geometry variation with an inflexion 
point close to ‘equilibrium. These facts make varia- 
tions of tenths of a hertz significant on a relative scale. 
We have therefore studied the FC term in more de- 
tail than the other terms, see table 2. There is a clear 
trend that the FC term decreases in magnitude as the 
active space size is increased. We note that the RPA 
result for the FC term differs from the largest RAS 
result by a factor of 100, and by more than a factor 
of 10 with all the correlated calculations. Already the 
smallest CAS space reduces the RPA value from 
-7.66 to -0.37 Hz. The largest RAS space gives a 
value for the FC term as small as -0.07 Hz. The 
variation of the CAS/RAS values are significant on 
a relative scale but small on an absolute scale con- 
sidering the magnitude of molecular spin-spin cou- 
pling constants in general and considering the re- 

Table 2 
For each correlation level, the MCSCF energy J&c, the electron 
density at the nucleus 6(N) and the Fermi contact (FC) 
contribution is given for “N15N at the nuclear separation 
Rz2.068 au 

RPA 
CAS 
cAS2 
cAS3 
cAS4 
CASS 
RASI 
RAS2 
RAS3 

&AC J(N) FC 

- 108.98833 201.43 -7.66 
- 109.14788 201.37 -0.37 
- 109.17349 201.34 -0.53 
- 109.18392 201.35 -0.45 
- 109.21622 201.40 0.12 
- 109.24852 201.47 -0.21 
- 109.243 I 1 201.41 -0.23 
-109.26816 201.44 -0.23 
- 109.29873 201.41 -0.07 

ported uncertainty ( 5 0.6 Hz) of the experimental 
value for Nz [ 61, In table 2 we also list the electron 
density at the nucleus, 6(N); this converges rapidly 
with correlation. The RPA and the large RAS results 
differ only in the fifth digit, despite two orders of 
magnitude change in the FC term value. Change of 
basis set would probably influence 6(N) more. It is 
interesting to note that the computational effort as- 
sociated with a large CAS is reduced substantially in 
a RAS calculation. In table 2 the smallest RAS 
(RASl) is an approximation of the largest CAS 
(CA%) with virtually no change in the FC 
contribut-ion. 

For a smaller set of active spaces we report the val- 
ues of all contributions to the spin-spin coupling 
constant in table 3. The contribution from the SD 
term, being a triplet operator, is considerably larger 
at the RPA level than at the correlated levels just as 
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All contributions to the spin-spin coupling constants of ‘W”N for a set of active spaces at the nuclear separation R=2.068 au 

FC SD PSO DSO Total 

RPA 
CAS 
cAS2 
RASl 
SOPPA ‘) 
Experiment b1 

-7.66 -8.10 0.50 0.03 - 15.23 
-0.37 -1.90 2.72 0.02 0.47 
-0.53 -1.95 2.69 0.02 0.22 
-0.23 -1.85 2.83 0.02 0.77 

0.45 -1.55 3.25 0.03 2.17 
1.8kO.6 

l ) Ref. [4]. b, Ref. [a]. 

the FC term is, but the SD contribution is stable for 
all active spaces. This was unexpected considering 
the experience with HD and CH4 for which the SD 
term has the largest relative fluctuation with respect 
to computational level. The poor performance of the 
RPA for the FC term as well as for the SD term de- 
rive from the well known triplet instabilities for RPA 
on Nz. The PSO term is small at the RPA level, but 
for the correlated levels it is in fact the largest con- 
tribution, in agreement with Geensen et al. [ 41. An- 
other point of concern is the smallness of the DSO 
term, being an order of magnitude smaller than for 
HD and CH.,. For N2 it is negligible in comparison 
with the other contributions. 

Since the coupling constants are strongly geometry 
dependent [ 41 we calculated the coupling constants 
to investigate this effect at the smallest CAS level (8 
in 10). In table 4 we report values for the coupling 
constants over the same range of internuclear sepa- 
ration as in ref. [4]. The conclusions are about the 
same; a strong increase for the FC term, a small de- 
crease for the SD term, a small increase for the PSO 
term and a fairly stable DSO term. The decrease in 

the FC term with the level of sophistication in the 
calculations can thus arise from a shift in the ge- 
ometry dependence. Jansen et al. [lo] also found 
that the FC contribution changed sign near the equi- 
librium distance and concluded that the non-contact 
contributions would therefore dominate. 

2.3. J(“C”0) 

The absolute values and the role of correlation for 
the coupling of CO and Nz are quite different, as seen 
by a comparison of tables l-4 with tables 5-8. This 
contrasts with the fact that CO is isoelectronic with 
Nz and that the MP2 natural orbital occupation 
numbers of the two molecules are much the same if 
inversion symmetry of Nz if lifted, giving an anal- 
ogous series of active spaces (table 5). The FC con- 
tribution is reduced and changes sign when going 
above the RPA level, but increases with correlation. 
For all the larger active spaces the FC contribution 
is about 6-7 Hz. The fluctuation of the FC values for 
CO with respect to correlation is somewhat larger on 
an absolute scale but considerably smaller on a rel- 

Table 4 
The geometry dependence of the spin-spin coupling constants of “N”N at the CAS level. (J(R) ) refers to zero-point avenge 

R FC SD PSO DSO Total 

1.980 -3.13 -1.68 2.52 0.03 -2.21 
2.024 - 1.72 -1.79 2.62 0.02 -0.87 
2.048 -0.97 -1.85 2.67 0.02 -0.13 
2.068 -0.31 -1.90 2.72 0.02 0.47 
2.088 0.22 -1.96 2.17 0.02 1.06 
2.134 1.52 -2.09 2.89 0.02 2.33 
2.200 3.20 -2.3 I 3.07 0.02 3.98 
(J(R)> -0.58 -1.89 2.71 0.02 0.26 
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Table 5 
Definitions of active spaces for CO. n is the number of 
determinants 

Active space ‘) n o x 6 

CAS 1284 4 2 0 
CASI 4076 5 2 0 
cAS2 16304 6 2 0 
cAS3 54292 7 2 0 
CA% 416133 7 3 0 
CAS5 2251847 8 3 1 
RASl-III*’ 17708 5 1 1 
RASZ-III b, 25oOa 5 2 1 
RAS3-III b, 55156 I 3 2 

‘1 Inactive space at the CAS level is ( I- 3~) and ( I - 20) for all 
other levels. 

b, RAS-I is ( 3 - 5a) and RN-11 is ( I - 2r) for all RAS levels. 

ative scale than for Nz. The Sd contribution is re- 
duced by a factor of two when correlation is intro- 
duced and remains at a stable negative value. The 
PSO contribution is the largest, it is here little af- 
fected by correlation and is positive. It is again in- 

teresting to note that both the SD and PSO contri- 
butions are larger in magnitude than the FC 
contribution (CASl and CAS2), while the DSO con- 
tribution is small, as for N> We hence support the 
statement that the overall sign of J( 13C, “0) is pos- 
itive [4,11] which is mostly due to a large positive 
PSO contribution. 

The geometry variation for the spin-spin coupling 
constants of CO are given in table 8. As can be de- 
rived from the table the geometry variation is even 
larger than for Nz. As for Nz the variation is almost 
completely due to the FC term, and it is difficult to 
calculate the vibrationally averaged contribution 
from this term. The variation of all other terms is 
negligible despite two of them (SD and PSO) being 
larger in magnitude at the equilibrium geometry. 

3. Conclusions 

We have performed multi-configuration linear re- 
sponse theory calculations of the nuclear spin-spin 

Table 6 
For each correlation level, the MCSCF energy &.,c, the electron density at the nuclei S(C), 6(O) and the Fermi contact (FC) contribution 
is given for “C”0 at the nuclear separation R = 2. I32 au 

E MC J(C) J(O) FC 

RPA 
CAS 
cAS2 
cAS3 
CAS4 
CASS 
RASl 
PAS2 
RAS3 

- 112.78579 124.5 I 304.96 -8.11 
- 112.94022 124.44 304.96 2.63 
- 112.95708 124.43 304.99 3.90 
- 112.96676 124.43 305.02 6.05 
- 112.99994 124.45 305.07 7.17 
- 113.03556 124.46 305.09 7.02 
- 133.03039 124.46 305.09 6.69 
- 133.05843 124.47 305.07 5.96 
- 133.08939 124.45 305.11 6.45 

Table 7 
All contributions to the spin-spin coupling constants of “C”O for a set of active spaces at the nuclear separation R = 2.132 au 

FC SD PSO DSO Total 

RPA 
CAS 
cAS2 
RASl 
SOPPA l ) 
experiment ‘) 

-8.11 -9.32 12.31 0.10 - 5.02 
2.63 -4.36 13.14 0.09 11.50 
3.90 -4.77 12.89 0.09 12.11 
6.69 -4.33 13.66 0.09 16.10 
7.30 -3.97 14.95 0.10 18.23 

16.4+0.01 

l )Ref. [4]. b)Ref. [II]. 
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The geometry dependence of the spin-spin coupling constants of ‘sCL7O at the CAS level. (J(R) > refers to zerwpoint average 

R FC SD PSO DSO Total 

1.982 - 19.61 -4.13 11.52 0.12 - 12.10 
2.057 -8.13 -4.24 12.30 0.10 0.03 
2.112 -0.15 -4.32 12.91 0.09 8.52 
2.132 2.63 -4.36 13.14 0.09 11.50 
2.152 5.34 -4.39 13.37 0.09 14.41 
2.207 12.42 -4.49 14.02 0.08 22.03 
2.282 21.09 -4.66 14.94 0.07 31.44 
(J(R)) 0.81 -4.34 13.03 0.09 9.59 

coupling constants of Nz and CO. These species were 
chosen to represent multiply bonded systems which 
are considered difficult for calculations of nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants, partly because of large 
contributions from the non-contact mechanisms. The 
relative importance of these and of the Fermi con- 
tact contribution to the nuclear spin-spin coupling 
and their sensitivity to the level of electron corre- 
lation are explored through a series of calculations 
using different complete and restricted active spaces. 

We confirm the limitation of HF/RPA theory for 
spin-spin coupling constants, in particular for the 
Fermi contact term. The RPA value of this term is 
almost two orders of magnitude in error for N2. The 
results converge with respect to correlation relatively 
fast for the non-contact mechanisms, but slowly for 
the FC term. The summation of the contributions 
leads to a precision of some tenths of a hertz. This 
precision is accurate considering the large total value 
for CO, while it is non-negligible considering the 
smallness of the coupling constants for NZ. However, 
in both cases the geometry variation makes it difft- 
cult to establish the accuracy. 

The geometry dependence of the nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constant is sharp and largely due to the 
Fermi contact term. While the other terms do not 
show any appreciable geometry dependence, the FC 
term even changes sign near equilibrium. This fea- 
ture, of a sharply varying FC term with an inflexion 
point close to equilibrium, gives an explanation for 
the apparently large importance of non-contact 

mechanisms for CO and N2 and possibly also for 
other multiply bonded systems. Furthermore, the 
sensitivity of final results for the spin-spin coupling 
to the computational level is due to the smallness of 
the FC term and to its geometry dependence. 
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